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Abstract. This paper describes the formulation of fluid equation in application of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH) and ability of meshfree SPH method to model lid driven cavity problem. Although the lid driven cavity problem
are usually successfully solved using traditional Finite Difference Method (FDM), they are all depends on the mesh
ability. This SPH method is relatively new approach in solving fluid flow problem. The SPH method can be used to
discretize the Navier–Stokes equation that governs fluid flows. In the present study, the ability of the meshless SPH
method are investigate in simulating the fluid flow which is in 2D lid driven cavity problem. The result of this problem
using meshfree SPH method is compare to the solution done using meshing software Fluent with Reynold Number 1 and
it shows that the SPH method give good comparison to the FDM method.
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INTRODUCTION
Simulation of incompressible flows is very important topic in computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Traditionally
grid-based numerical methods such as finite element method (FEM), finite difference method (FDM) and finite
volume method (FVM) are used to simulate incompressible flows. FEM, FDM and FVM have been dominating the
field of CFD for quite a long period of time. Recently growing interests have been focused on the meshless methods
or meshfree methods as alternatives for traditional grid-based methods. Meshfree method is developed which
successfully avoid the process of regenerating the whole mesh in the large deformation scenario. One of the
meshfree methods is smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method which can solve problem without meshing
process. The objective in the present work is to develop and document a numerical tool to determine the velocity
field in the 2D lid driven cavity using SPH formulation.

SPH BACKGROUND
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is meshfree, pure Lagrangian particle method for modeling fluid flow
which is originally developed for simulating astrophysics phenomena. There are many particle methods but these
notes are concerned with Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) devised by Gingold and Monaghan [1] and by
Lucy [2].
The key idea of SPH method is replacing a fluid by a set of particles. The particles may be thought of either as
real particles, or as moving interpolation points. In effect we replace the continuum equations by a set of particle
equations that approximates the continuum and, at the same time, provides a rigorous model of the underlying, and
more fundamental, molecular system. The key feature of the method is that spatial derivatives of quantities can be
estimated without using a grid by means of a technique known as kernel estimation. The derivatives can be found
from particle information even though the positions of the particles may be disordered [3].
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SPH FORMULATION
There are two steps in using SPH method which is Kernel approximation and particle approximation. Both steps
are presented in the next section.

Basic Concept
The SPH method is based on the interpolation theory. The method allows any function to be expressed in terms
of its values at a set of disordered points, the particles. If we consider A(x) as a typical field variable at a certain
position, x, in space, the kernel approximation of A(x) is defined as [1]

A( xa ) o As ( xa )W ( xa  xb , h)dx '

(1)

where h represents the smoothing length and W is a weighting function with the following properties

³
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This continuous integral representation of kernel approximation Equation 1 can be converted to discretized form
of summation over all the particles in the support domain as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Particle approximation within support domain for particle a. The support domain is circular with a radius of
smoothing length, h.

Eventually, Equation 1 can be expressed in following Equation 3 for particle approximation form;
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where Wab known as kernel function of particle a. For its derivative, change are made only on the it’s kernel
function
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Alternatively, for symmetric and less sensitive to particle disordered Equation 5 can be rewrite as follows
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Kernel Function
Kernel function is the most important part of the SPH method. Various forms of kernels with different compact
support have been proposed by many researchers. The stability of the SPH algorithm depends strongly upon the
second derivative of the kernel. In this work, cubic spline kernel was used. If defining Rab= xab/h = (xb - xa)/h, the
cubic spline function can be written as

W ( R, h) Wab

1 3
2
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¯

(7)

where d = 1/h and 15/7h2 corresponding to one and two dimensional spaces respectively.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
By assuming the fluids are isothermal, the Navier Stokes equations can be used in a simplified form. Fluid is
expressed by a velocity field v, a density field  and a pressure field p. Thus by expressing the evolution of the fluid
in the time, we get an equation for conservation of mass and conservation of momentum [6].

Conservation of mass
The governing equations of conservation of mass for incompressible flows in Lagrange form can be written as
follows

dU
dt

 U.v

(8)

For incompressible flow, there is no change in density, Thus Equation 8 become

U.v 0

(9)

Apply the SPH particle approximation identity from Equation 6 into Equation 9,
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Where pa is density of particle a. The symmetric form would be
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However, this governing equation of conservation of mass for incompressible flows can be further simplified.
Because we use a particle method, where the particle mass and the particles number is constant, conservation of
mass is guaranteed. So, this equation can be omitted [6].
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Conservation of momentum
Time rate of change of the velocity (momentum equation) define as

ª wv
º
 v x v »
¬ wt
¼

U«

U g  p  P 2 v

(12)

Since the particle itself represents the mass, the conservation of mass is guarantee. Using following identity

v x v

0

(13)

Thus yield for single particle a and neglecting the effect of gravity, g, Equation 12 become
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Apply the SPH particle approximation identity from Equation 4 on the first term (pressure) and second term
(viscosity) on the RHS of Equation 14.Thus yield
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The problem with Equations 15 on the pressure term above is that the forces resulting are not necessarily
symmetric. When we compute this force for two particles which don’t have the same pressure or velocity, the forces
are different, and the third Newton’s law is violated. Many approaches exist to make this equation symmetric. This
paper will use approach from [3].
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By combination of Equation 16 and Equation 17, then Equation 14 become
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State Equation
In order to update the quantities of the particles, we need to know the pressure p. Pressure can be compute using
following state of equation for incompressible flows of water and low Reynolds number

P

c2 U

(19)

where c is the sound speed
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Apply SPH particle approximation from Equation 4, the density at particle a, a may be evaluate using
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Time Integration
A modified Euler technique was used to perform the time integration. For stability, several time step criteria must
be satisfied and subjected to CFL condition. Morris et. al. [5] suggested the expression for estimating time step when
considering viscous diffusion are

't d 0.125

h2

X

(21)

where h is smoothing length and  is kinetic viscosity
The leapfrog method is used for its low requirement on memory storage and its computational efficiency. In the
leapfrog method, the particle velocities and positions are offset by a half time step when integrating the equations of
motion. At the end of the first time step (t0), the change in density and velocity are used to advance the density and
velocity at half a time step, while the particle positions are advanced in a full time step.[1]
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In order to keep the calculations consistent at each subsequent time step, at the start of each subsequent time step,
the density and velocity of each particle need to be predicted at half a time step to coincide the position.
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At the end of the subsequent time step, the particle density, velocity and position are advanced in the standard
leapfrog scheme
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Figure 2 shows the solution procedure that we employed in this paper.
Initializing

Generate boundary virtual particle
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Neighbor Particle Search

Smoothing Function Calculation

Density Calculation

Calculating Internal, External, and Viscous force

Calculate momentum change rate

Update position, velocity, etc..

Output
FIGURE 2. Solution procedure

NUMERICAL SETUP
In this section, the initial conditions and simulation steps are explained. The lid-driven cavity problem is a flow
within a closed square with the topside moving at a constant velocity, while the other three sides stay stationary. The
flow will reach an equilibrium state, which behaves in a recirculation pattern. The flow is sketched on Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. The considered flow. The lid is moving with a constant velocity Utop.

In this SPH simulation, the dimension of the side of the square domain is l = 1x10-3 meter. The top side of the
squares moves at the velocity of Utop = 1x10-3m/s. The kinetic viscosity are and density are  = 1x10-6 m/s2 and  =
1x103 kg/m3 respectively. This corresponding to Reynolds Number of 1 using
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X

(25)

The sound speed was taken as c = 0.01 m/s correspond to Mach numbers of M = 0.1. A total of 40× 40 = 1600
SPH real particles are initially placed in the square region. A constant time step of 5 x 10-5 s was used. It takes
approximately 3000 steps to reach a steady state which is approximately 0.15 seconds.
The implementation of boundary condition are done with introducing the virtual particle or called ghost particle
[4]. In this 2D lid cavity problem, 80 virtual boundary particles were placed surrounding the geometry of the square
cavity. Which is will produce 320 virtual particle. The 80 boundary virtual particle on top side of cavity will setting
to the velocity of 1x10-3 m/s while the other virtual particle located on 3 other side are set to be 0 m/s. This boundary
virtual particle will exerting the repulsive force which is will bounce back the real particle when collide with them.
The distribution of this boundary particle and real particle are shown in Figure 4.
Results were compared with the simulation done on the same problem by using software Fluent with
discretization of the momentum of equation done by applying Finite Different Method of Second Order Upwind
Scheme. For consistency purpose, the simulation on Fluent is done by using 40x40 grid mesh.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The initial distribution of particle before simulating is shown in Figure 4, while Figure 5 shows the actual particle
position after steady state (0.15 seconds).This plot shows that SPH produce the expected physics of the problem.

FIGURE 4. Initial distribution of 1600 (40 x 40) real particle (filled circle) within equally space in square cavity and 320 virtual
boundary particle (unfilled circle) were placed surrounding of the square cavity.

.
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FIGURE 5. Distribution of 1600 (40 x 40) real particle after SPH simulation with a Reynolds Number of Re=1.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the dimensional vertical velocity profile along the horizontal centerline and the
dimensional horizontal velocity profile along the vertical centerline respectively. The Fluent software results were
obtained using a 40 x 40 grid mesh, which is comparable to the SPH resolution of 40 x 40 real particles. It can be
seen from Figure 6 and Figure 7 that the results obtained using SPH is very close to the software Fluent results.

FIGURE 6. Vertical velocity along the horizontal centerline of the square cavity (y=0.005m) obtained using SPH method
(present study) and software Fluent with a Reynolds Number of Re= 1.
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FIGURE 7. Horizontal velocity along the vertical centerline of the square cavity (x=0.005m) obtained using SPH method
(present study) and software Fluent with a Reynolds Number of Re= 1.

However, the result might have the stability and accuracy problem. The solution is expected to converge closer
than expected result by choosing another kernel function, addition of more particle use, using a different particle
approximation, considering artificial viscosity, artificial heat and smoothing length evaluation[7-8].

CONCLUSION
The SPH method is used to discretize the Navier–Stokes equation that governs fluid flows. The methods have
been examined and validated against a two-dimensional lid driven cavity problem. Results have shown that the
problem using SPH method matched with the solution done by using software Fluent with both method are keeping
the same properties to ensure they have same Reynolds numbers. It can be concluded that SPH is an attractive
method for simulating incompressible flows with moving particles.
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